Chinas online and e-commerce environment is undergoing significant changes, both from a legislative point of view and from the perspective of rights holders and sellers. With the advent of new technologies such as blockchain and A I, these changes have sparked new debates about the enforcement of such laws.

China's Patent Law, which lays the foundation for the legal protection of patents, was adopted in 1984, and underwent three times in 2000 and 2008. Although the Chinese Patent Law per se has not been changed since 2008, several aspects of the law have already been modified. In December 2018, the Fourth Revision of the Trademark Law in China was adopted in April 2019 and will come into force on 1 November 2019. IP in China was adopted in April 2019 and will come into force on 1 November 2019. The 15th China (Wuxi) International Design Expo took place this year on 25-27 May in Wuxi, China. On 28 May, 2019, the 9th National Forum on Agricultural Arrangements (AA) at the occasion of the Co-organised with CPVO and two Chinese PVP authorities, MARA and NFGA, signed administrative arrangements. The AAs focus on exchanges and cooperation in...